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Abstract
Metrological characteristics of a measurement instrument to be used in any statistical process control (more about
SPC see in [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]) must be found out and regularly verified. Uncertainties (more about them see in
[4], [5]) of the maximum deviation between a measured value on the measuring instrument and a value on the
etalon, which are expressed as order statistics, are important. The type A uncertainty of the normally distributed
(normality tests see in [11], [12]) order statistic can be expressed through the standard normal order statistic, the
evaluation of which is given in the paper.
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1 Introduction

In statistical practice there is often needful to know the mean values and variances of
certain random variables, so-called order statistics [2].

The definition of order statistics is given e.g. in [1], [2]. There are especially interesting mean
values and dispersions of order statistics from the distribution 1) ,0(N . These values were
never tabulated before in such detail (so far of the authors´ knowledge).  There are only
published values available for relatively small range of  the random samples n.

Let us denote both ][iX  ( ni  ..., ,1= ) the i-th order statistic drawn from the population which
has the continuous distribution function )(xF  and ][iU  ( ni  ..., ,1= ) the i-th order statistic
drawn from the population which has the standardized normal distribution 1) ,0(N .

2 Theoretical analysis

The determination of mean values )( ][iUE  and dispersions )( ][iUD  requires the
numerical computation of improper integrals in which both limits take on infinite values. The
theorem below gives the sufficient condition for existence of mean values and variances of

][iX , i.e. the sufficient condition for convergence of related improper integrals.

Theorem.  Let X be an arbitrary continuous random variable with density function f and
distribution function F.
If there exist the mean value )(XE  and the variance )(XD , then ∀  n ∈  N there exist mean
values )( ][iXE  and variances )( ][iXD  of all order statistics ][iX  ( ni  ..., ,1= ).
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Proof.  The existence assumption and the definitions of mean value and variance of a
continuous random variable X conclude automatically the convergence of related improper
integrals, because
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The probability density function xxFxf ii d/)(d)( ][][ =  of statistic ][iX  is given by the formula
(see in [1]) :
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Obviously, the property of distribution 1)(0 ≤≤ xF  implies, that for ni  ..., ,1=  and any x ∈  R
the next is valid
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and hence from properties of density )(xf  it follows the satisfaction of the next two
conditions
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Consequently, convergence of integrals (1) and properties (4) and (5) conclude, according to
the main criterion for convergence of improper integrals, the convergence of the following
integrals
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Thus, it is appropriate to say, that for any n ∈  N  and ni  ..., ,1=  the existence of mean values
)( ][iXE  and variances )( ][iXD  is established.

This theorem is for the general case and we therefore specialize it further by
considering a special case in the following corollary, which establishes that the considered
improper integrals are really convergent for ][iU , thus their numerical treatment will deliver
adequate results.
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Corollary. For any n ∈  N there exist mean values )( ][iUE  and variances )( ][iUD  of all
order statistics  ][iU  ( ni  ..., ,1= ).

Proof.  The assumption 1) ,0(~ NU  implies immediately the existence of mean value
0)( =UE  and variance 1)( =UD , i.e. the sufficient condition for existence )( ][iUE  and

)( ][iUD  is satisfied. Applying the theorem above gives the result.

3 Numerical computation

The computation of mean values )( ][iUE  and standard errors )()( ][][ ii UDU =σ  was
processed in the computer algebra system Mathematica,  which supports various quadrature
methods with practical arbitrary working precision. We used the adaptive Gauss - Kronrod
method, which is a modification of the classical Gauss quadrature method.

In [3] are presented six tables with computed values rounded to four decimal places.
In table 1 and in table 2 respectively are presented the computed values of )( ][iUE  and

)( ][iUσ  for 30 ..., ,1=n . The row number n gives the size of the random sample and the
column is marked with k. In table headings is explained how to determine i in n-th row and k-
th column.
In other tables are presented only values for n-th order statistic i.e. )( ][nUE  and )( ][nUσ
respectively. Table 3 and table 4 give values for n=10,20,..,90,100,200,..,900,.., further 1×104,
2×104, ..,9×104,.., 1×106, 2×106, ..,9×106.  At last, tables 5 and 6 contain values for
n=10,..,1000 with step 10. The determination of n in i-th row and j-th column is explained in
heading of each table.

4 Order statistics and the type A uncertainty

The application of order statistics in a gauge testing process is given in detail in the article [2].
We only note that the type A uncertainty of the greatest observed deviation between the gauge
measured value and the etalon's value can be expressed as

σσσ ⋅= )()( ][][ nn UX (7)

where σ is the standard deviation of an individual measurement  x, which is usually unknown
so it should be estimated from measurements. A biased estimator of the standard deviation σ
is
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Then the type A uncertainty of the greatest deviation maxx  is

σσ ⋅= )( ][max nAx Uu . (9)
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At last, the determination of maxAxu  according to above formulae (8) and (9) reduces to

determination of )( ][nUσ  from the presented tables.

5 Conclusion

We described the approach to the numerical computation of mean values and standard
deviations of order statistics, which can be of great importance in the statistical measurement
process control.
Further we presented the concrete tables of mean values E(.) and standard deviations σ(.) of
the following  order statistics from the standard normal distribution 1) ,0(N :

•  ][iU   for  30 ..., ,1=n ; ( ni ≤≤1 )

•  ][nU  for very wide sample size n ( 6109×≤n )

 Tables of these types and range were not published before.
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